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Description:

From Bookforum At just 128 pages, Emanuel's book clearly and succinctly explains the current
state of the science of climate change. —Coral Davenport

Review

"Emanuel"s words are measured and authoritative. His book should help reduce the huge gap

http://red.wutf.space/books3/?pid=1143616562&d=20-10-01&dm=null


between what is understood by the scientific community and what is known by the people who need
to know, the public and policymakers."James Hansen , NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies

"Kerry Emanuel's book What We Know About Climate Change is one of the best [books on climate
change] and is certainly the shortest. In less time than it takes to eat dinner, the respected
atmospheric scientist and Massachusetts Institute of Technology professor filters out the noise and
presents clearly the essence of the issues that surround global warming." The Plain Dealer

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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